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Thc secular equation for the vibrations of ethylcne, propylene, cis-2-butene, tmns-2-
butene, and isobutene havc been dcrived and have bcen facto red to thc greatest possible 

cxtent. A potcntial express ion has becn fiLtcd to an assignmcnt of vibrational f requcncies 

for ethylene and dcuterocthylenc. Some of thc con tants so detcrmined have .bcen used 

in dcr iving approximatc potcntial cxprcssions for propylcne, cis-2-butcne, trans-2-butenc, 

and isobutene. WiLh the vibrat ional frcqucncics calcu lated from thesc potentia l expressions 

as a gu ide, freq uency assignments have bccn madc for propylcne, cis-2-butcne, trans-2-

butene, and isobuten e. 

1. Introduction 

This investigation was undertaken to obtain a 
reasonably complete understanding of the forces 
operating around an olefinic double bond, so that 
reliable statistical thermodynamic calculations 
eould be made . The various force constants 
obtained will, of course, be of interest in other 
connections. 

The number of internal degrees of freedom in 
the molecules of propylene, cis-2-butene, trans-
2-butene, and isobutene is so large that a complete 
yibrational assignment from spectral data alone 
would be unreliable. The I-butene molecule 
presents an even more difficult problem because 
of the com})lete lack of symmetry and the presence 
of an unbalanced rotation in the molecule. 

A satisfactory assignment is available, however, 
for ethylene [1].4 A potential expression was 
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determined that would reproduce the vibrational 
frequencies of C2H 4 and C2D 4• These constants 
were used, either directly or with reasonable 
modifications, and with the addition of potential 
constants from other molccules, to calculate the 
vibrational frequencies of propylene and the thrce 
rigid-frame butcncs (cis-, trans-, and iso). 

The assignments of many, though of course 
not all , of the vibrational frequencies of these 
molecules were obvious from spectral data alone. 
The uncertain potential constants (involving 
structural relations not found in either ethylene 
01' any of the simple paraffins) were adjustcd to 
fit the definitely assigned frequencies. This 
procedure would not have been satisfactory had 
the problem not involved several molecules con
taining the same type of bonds~ 

II. Derivation of the Secular Equations 

Wilson has devised a very useful system for 
setting up the secular equation for the vibrations 
of a molecule [2]. This procedure ha been used 
in the calculations of this report. 

The secular equation is derived from the inversc 
of the kinetic-energy matrix (G) and the potential
energy or force-constant matrix (F). Wilson's 
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method is particularly well adapted to the use of 
internal coordinates (bond stretchings and angular 
distortions). The physical interpretation of the 
potential constants corresponding to these co
-ordinates is simple. Furthermore, potential con~ 
stants determined for a given structure in one 
molecule are found to hold fairly well in other 
similar molecules. 

For a given internal coordinate R k , a vector S ki 
is defined for each atom t of the molecule, so that 
for an arbitrary displacement PI, 

(1 ) 

The Ski may be calculated by rules given by 
Wilson. As the direction of S k i is the displace
ment of atom t, which produces the maximum 
~hange in R k , the various S ki can usually be 
written down by inspection. 

The elements of 0, the inverse kinetic-energy 
matrix, are given by the expression 

(2) 

where J1.1 IS the reciprocal of the mass of the 
atom t. 

If the coordinates Rk are properly chosen with 
respect to the symmetry of the molecule, the 
matrix G will be factored into a series of blocks 
along its diagonal. The coordinates of each 
block will correspond to vibrations of the same 
symmetry type. The F matrix will be factored 
at least as much as the G matrix. The coordinates 
that produce this factorization are always lineal' 
combinations of the individual bond stretchings 
and angular distortions, and are designated by 
the symbol iRk, G and F in terms of iRk are given 
the symbols C5 and Ill . 

III . Ethylene 

1. The Secular Equation 

The ethylene molecule has the symmetry of the 
point group V h • This group contains eight ir
reducible representations, or symmetry types . 
Application of standard group theoretical methods 
[3, 4] leads to the general conclusions as to the 
symmetry and activity of the 12 vibrations sum
marized in table 1. 
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TABLE I. - Symmetry characteristics of ethylene 

N um-
1', E c; C' c' I u, u. bel' of Activ-

• 2 u , v ibra- ity 
tions 

--~ - -~ -~ -~ - ---~ ------
A l t ______ 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 3 R (p ) 
B1 r ___ __ _ 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 - I - 1 2 R (dp) 
B 21 ______ 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 -1 1 - I 1 R (dp) 
B 3' __ ~ ___ 1 - I - 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 0 R (dp) 
AI,, ______ 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 -1 1 ia 
B l" ______ 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 -1 1 1 1 IR (z) 
B2a ______ 1 - 1 1 - 1 -1 1 - 1 1 2 IR (y) 
B 3u ______ 1 -1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 - I 2 IR(x) 

The coordinates chosen to describe the planar 
motions of this molecule are the increases in the 
lengths of the four C-H bonds (d1, d2 , d3 , d4 ) , 

the increases of the four C= C- H angles (ai, 
a2, a3. aj) and the two H - C- H angles ({311 (32 ) , 
and the increase in the length of the C = C bond 
(r). The internal coordinates are numbered as 
in figure 1. 

(4 ) ( I) 

H H 

(3 r 

~\ d3 dz 

H H 
(3) (2) 

FIGURE I. - Nomenclature of the coordinates used in ethylene_ 

In order to utilize fully the symmetry of the 
molecule, 11 linear combinations of the internal 
coordinates were formed. A fourth-order sym
metry matrix was applied to the d's and one of 
the sixth order to the a's and {3's. Two of the 
angle combinations are identically zero because of 
the geometric relation of the angles around each 
carbon atom. There remain nine symmetry 
coordinates, which agrees with the fact that there 
are nine planar vibrations. The symmetry com-
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binaLion , each iden tified wi th 
representation, are 

its irreducible 

Al g iltl =t(dl+ dz+ d3+d.J 

B 3U iltz =t(dl+ dz- d3- d4) 

ilt3 = i:(dl-dz+ d3- d; ) 

ilt4 =t(dl-dz- d3+ d;) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d ) 

ilt.) = , 16(,61 + al + a2 + ,6Z + a3 + al) = 0 (3e) 

ilt l3 =i-V6(,6I + al + az- ,6z- a3-a.) = 0 (3 f) 

1R7 =i( - 2{31 + al + az- 2{3Z+a3+ a;) 
=t(al + a2+ a3+ ( 4) (3g) 

(3i) 

B2U :t-t IO=t(al-CI'2-a3+a;~ (3j) 

A lg :t-tll = 1' (3k ) 

If the two {3 's had been ignored and the four a'S 

I 
combined with a fourth-order symmetry matrix, 
the same symmetry coordinates would have been 

I
' obtained. However, a large aJ, a 2 interaction term 

would then h ave been necessary in the potential 
expression in order to account for the (3 bending 
energy. 

The coordinate chosen to describe the out-of
plane vibl ations are the angle of torsion, </>, 
between the two CH2 groups and the two angles , 
"t' and "til, between the C= C bond and the 
bisectors of the two CHz groups. The proper 
symmetry coordinates arc then: ilt tz= </>, AI,,; 
ilt13= ,ftC'Y' _ ")," ), B2g (chair, or tmns, bending); 
ilt14 = ,ft(")" + ")," ), B tu (boat, or cis, bending). 

The symmetry coordinates were used to set up 
the inverse kinetic-energy matrices ( C!3) and the 
potential-energy matrices (II!) for each symmetry 
type. The roots i\ of each equation 

II (JiIl! - AE1I=O (4) 

yield the several vibrational frequencies by means 
" of the equation A= 47r2vZ• 

Such determinantal equations can readily be 
expanded into the usual secular equations. In 
matrL~ notation, the nature of the kinetic coupling 
of the several symmetry coordinates in each ilTe
ducible representation can be seen by inspection. 
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The elements of the II! mat rices arc the coefficients 
of the potential-energy expression as a quadratic 
function of the symmetry coordinates. Further
more, no choice of po tential in teraction terms need 
be made until the final expan ion of the mattix 
equations to the sec ular equations. 

Gallaway and Barker [1] found the H - C - H 
angle of C 2H 4 and of CZD4 to be 119°55' ± 30'. We 
have used the even value of 120°. In the follow
ing equations, J.LH and J.L e are the reciprocals of the 
masses of the hydrogen and carbon atoms. € and T 

are the reciprocals of the equilibrium C - H and 
C= C bond lengths, respectively . 

The C!3 and II! matrices for the seven symmetry 
types of vibration in ethyle ne are given in table 2. 
Each m atrLx is symmetric about the main diago nal , 
so only the uppcr half is written . 

TABLE 2.- SecuZaT matTices for ethylene 

Sym- Coor-
mctry cti- C!!i matrices .!R matrices 
ty pes nates 

A" iR , 

[ ~l1+~ ~C 
t ·l3,~c -~c ] [''' ''''] i:'\ , " (~f1 +~~c) -·{3,~c 1f.22 ~23 

iR ll 2~c 1I' 31 

iR, [ ~H+~ ~C -~-V3,p.c ] [~H ~"J 
iR, ,2l~H +!~C) 1I!aa 

iRa 1- 1'1i +~~C -t 3 ( ,+4T) ~C ] [~66 l1'''J 
i!{g L "~H+!('+4Tl'~C ~;; 

B, . 

~~4 [ ~ l1 +~ ~C -~.J3fJ.lC ] [~" ~"J 
iR lo ,2(~11 +tl'cl !i1 99 

iR" ~ E2J.1H I [ F o .. 1 

iR13 2,2~11+4 ('+T) '~C [F,o-fn I 

iR u 2E2J.lH + 4 t 2p.c I [ F,o+fn I 

The symmetry force constants 1Jl ij are related 
to the individual valence force constants by means 
of a congruent transformation with the same matrix 
that relates th e original internal and the sym
metry coordinates. As the transformation actu
ally used- an orthonormal (symmetry) matrix 
with two rows altercd by the factor -Pi- is nOL 

normalized, the following relations must be used : 

~R= UR (.5a) 

C!3 = UGU (5b) 

(5c) 
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where U is the matrix of the transformation of eq 
3, and f) is its transpose. 

The elements of III for the planar vibrations 
(symmetry types A lg , B3u, BIg, Bz,') are 

I1188 = K CH - leCHIZ - leCHl3 + leCHl4 

IJ! zz = (Ha+2H8-4ha~) + h"12 + haI3 + h"a 

I115., = (H "+ 2H{3- 4ha(3) + ha1z - h"13- ha14 

I1123= 2 (lca- lcB) 

(6n ) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

(6e) 

(6f) 

(6g) 

(6h) 

(6i) 

(6j) 

(6k) 

(61) 

(6m) 

(6n) 

(60) 

Typical cOOTdinates involved in each elementai"y 
force constant are 

K CH (d ;)Z ha12 (al) (az) 

K cc (1')2 hal3 (al) (a3 ) 

H a (at)2 h"14 (al) (a4) 

H I' ({3 t) 2 h"i3 (al) ((3[) 

leHlz (d l ) (dz) lCa (1') (a t) 

lem 3 (d[ ) (d3) lC{3 (1') ({3 ;) 

leW4 (d l ) (d;) lHa (d[ )(al) 

leHC (d ;) (1') lH[3 (d[) ({31) 

The most general quadratic po tential for the 
planar vibrations of ethylene therefore contains 
15 constants. All quadratic interactions between 
symmetry coordinates in different representations 
are identically zero. We have r esolved the 15 
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constants into linear combinations of 16 ele
mentary principal and interaction force constants. 
Five interactions involving C- H stretching and 
angular distortion in different ends of the molecule 
have been neglected . They can readily be added 
by inspection or by means of a matrix operation 
should their consideration ever become necessary. 

It is necessary to remember that in matrix 
notation two interactions, Fi } and F}i, are counted 
as distinct, though equal in magl1itude. The total 
i .lteraction is the sum of the two constants. 

If all of the in teraction constants are set equal 
to zero the above matrix equations can readily be 
expanded to the set of secular equations given by 
H erzberg [5] . 

The vibrational assignment of Gallaway and 
Barker [1] was adopted for C2H 4 and C2D4 • These 
data are given in table 3. The bond lengths 
given by the same authors have been used. They 
are equilibrium C= C bond length, 1.353 A, and 
equilibrium C-H boild length, l.071 A. 

TABLE 3.- 0bserved fundamental frequencies and their 
symmetry types 

A, •. .... ...•................... __ . .......... _ ...... { 

B , •................. ... _ .... _ .. _ .... __ .. _ .......... { 

B,g ..•. _ ••... . .•.. _ .. . . ........ _ ......... •.•...... { 

B , • . . ... _ . . •.. ......... _ ....... __ . .......... _..... { 

Al u ___________ - - ___ - .-- --- - -- - - - - - - - -- -- -- - -- - ---

B2 t-- - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- --- - -- - -- - - --- -. - --- - - -- - - - - ---
B1 u ____ - - _ - _ - _____ - - - - - - - - - _ -- - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- Calculated from its second barmonic, 1654 cm-I 

cm-l 
3019. 3 
1623.3 
1342. 4 
2989.4 
1443.9 
3069 
1055 
3 105.5 
995.0 

-(825) 
943 
949. 2 

C,D, 

cm-l 
2251 
1515 
981 

2200.2 
1077. 9 
2304 
860 

2345 
740 

b(585) 

780 
720.0 

b Calcu lated from the corres ponding C,H, frequency by means of tbe 
produ ct rule. 

,) 
'i"'l 

A choice of potential constants for the totally ~ 
symmetric vibrations (type Alg) presents the most 
difficult problem. It is not possible to find real 
and positive values for III 11 , I1122 ' and I1133 (with the " 
off-diagonal elements of III set equal to zero) , 
which will yield either the three frequencies of 
C2H 4 or of C2D4 • On the basis of experience and '4 

a few trial calculations, it was decided to set Ill12 
and Illl3 equal to zero and to find values of IlluJ 
I1122' I1133' and Illn tha t would most accurately yield 
the six observed A 1g frequencies of CZH4 and C2D4 • 

No exact so lution is possible even with the most 
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general potential expression with ix: constants. 
The observed Arg frequen cies of the two molecules 
fail to satisfy the product rule exactly . 

Values of the above four constants that yielded 
Lhe three A 1g C2H 4 frequencies exactly and that 
gave the closest approach to the corresponding 
C2D4 frequencies did so with a total error of 1.5 
percent. 

2 . Correction for Anharmonicity 

As the values of IIl22 and IIl33 were quite sensitive 
to the value of IIl 23 assumed, it was decided to 
attempt to con ect the equations for anharmonicity 
in order to make a closer approach to the true 
potential e).'PI'ession. However, the data on over
tones and combination tones are far from sufficient 
to permit a complete treatment of anharmonicity. 
Consequently, the method proposed by T chang [6] 
was used . The masses of the hydrogen and deu
terium atoms were replaced by effective masses 
according to the equations. 

(7 [I ) 

The product-rule quotient.i in every case the 
ra tio of the determinants of the <!i matl'ice for 
the symmetry type in question for the two isotopic 
molecules. In the case of A i g for C2H4 and C2D 4 

the equation is simply 

M~ "I "2 "3 MlI =~ "; "~ A ~ ' (8) 

where the umprimed ,,'s are for C2H 4 and those 
primed for C2D4 • 

The value of C= + 0.0578 y ields values of M{, 
and M~, which satisfy the product rule. With 
this accomplished , there is a much greater possi
bility of finding potential constants consistent wi th 
the six observed Arg frequencies of the two 
molecules. 

This correct ion has some theoretical basis in 
that it is just the form derived from the energy
level expression for a diatomic anharmonic oscil
lator when only first-order anharmonicity i con
sidered. In that case, when the potential is gi ven 
by V = 1/2kx2+ ax3 + bx4+ .. . . , we have 

Vibrational Frequencies of Butenes 

(9) 

(10) 

In a polyatomic molecule the ignificance of C is 
obscure, but it can be interpreted a a ort of 
composite anharmonicity coefficient. 

With the hydrogen and deu terium masses cor
rected in this manner for anharmoni city, the force . 
constants should be of Lhe zeroLh order, but the 
equations should yield the observed frequencies. 

3. Working Units for G and F Matrices 

Before the final results are presented, a co n
venient numeri cal transformation wiU be di~ 

cussed. The secular equations are much easier to 
handle when all the elements are of the order of 
magnitude of unity. To achieve this end, all 
masses are expressed in atomic-weight units and 
bond lengths in angstrom unit. Force constants 
(in cgs units) are multiplied by the factors in 
table 4. 

T ABLE 4.- Convel'sion fact01's fo l' fone constants, cgs tmits 
to atomic-weight units 

rr y pc of force cons tant Factor a 

Principa l stretehin g ________________________________ .__ 10-'Z 
Principal bending ... __ _ _ _ ____________ . ________________ _ 
Stretchi ng-stretching interaction ____________________ _ 
St ret chin g-bendin g interacti oll _. _______________________ _ 
Bendin g-bending intcrsctiorL __________ ._. _________ _ 

a Explanation of symbols: 

No lO' 
Z= 1.G97G5= 47r~C2 1 06 · 

lVo= A yogadro's number. 

c= vc]oeit y of light . 

10+II Z 
1O-'Z 
10+3Z 

lO+Il Z 

The roots " of the secular equation are then 
related to the frequenci.es of vibration, in wave 
numbers, centimeters- I, through the equation 

The elements of III i.n cgs units will be designated 
by Ill ,) and in the above-men tioned units by, Ill;,. 

4. Potential Constants for Ethylene 

A preliminary calculation determined Lhat 
E IIl;3 ~ 1.0. A series of values in thi3 neighborhood 
were chosen for IIl;a, and then by means of succes
sive approximations the unique values of IIl;l, 
f 2I1l;2, and IIl;a that would yield the three A ig 

frequencies of C2H.1 were found. Th e three corres
ponding C2D 4 frequencies were then calculated and 
compared with the observed values. The errol' in 
each of the three calculated frequencies was 
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plotted against 111;3' The three curves intersected 
very nearly at a single point, which lies very 
nearly on the zero errol' axis. The data are pre~ 
sen ted in table 5. 

TABLE 5.- Calculation of force constants for the symmetry 
type AI, of ethylene 

Calculated >"s of C,l) , 

9.139 2.0032 l~. 74 5. 0i234 2.31406 (a) 1.10_____ __ 0.95350 
9.141 2.0254 16.50 5. 06778 2.30076 (b) 1.05.._____ . 95988 
9. 143 2.0523 16. 23 5.06223 2.28485 (e) 1.00_____ __ .96760 
9. 15l 2.1558 15.3.5 5.04149 2.22065 (d ) 0.90____ ___ . 99970 

(e) 0.80 · _____ _ ---------- ---------- -------- ------ -- -- .---------
([) 1.03L ___ __ \1. 142 2.0351 16. 40 5.06586 2.29488 .96270 

ObSC1Wd >"s of C ,D ... ________________ _____ 5.06700 2.29523 . 96236 
Calculated ii of C,D '--__ ____ ____ ____________ 2250.7 1514 . 9 981. 2 
Obsencd ii of C,l), __________ __ ____________ 2251 1515 981 

a Xo solution . 

If the validity of the anhanllonicity correction 
is granted, the essentially perfect agreement of 
the six calculated and six observed frequencies 
justifies the use of only four symmetry potential 
constants. 

For the symmetry types B3,,, Big, and BZ1l the 
off-diagonal symmetry potential constants were 
neglected as they are of the type found negligible 
in A lg • In these cases it was possible to solve 
directly for t he two constants in each case that 
would yield the CZH4 frequenci es exactly. The 
corresponding C2D 4 frequencies were then cal
culated. The agreement with the observed C2D4 
frequencies is fair. 1iVhen the anharmonicity 
correction from A l g is included the agreement is 
not essentially changed. 

The lack of perfect agreement may be due to 
several causes. The assignments of these 12 
frequencies is not as certain as is the case in A l g • 

The off-diagonal potential constants may be too 
important to neglect. The anharmonicity cor
rection probably has a different value in each case, 
although it certainly has the same sign as in A lg • 

In all three symmetry types the agreement with 
the product rule was improved by the inclusion 
of the anharmonicity correction with the value 
of C found in A l g • 

Probably a more elaborate treatment of an
harmonicity is needed, involving different ap- ' 
parent masses for the motion of hydrogen atoms 
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in the three different directions (parallel to the 
CH bond, perpendicular to the bond in the plane 
of the molecule and perpendicular to plane of 
the molecule). However, in order to evaluate 
all of these constants, good assignments for the 
mixed deuteroethylenes would probably be neces
sary. It was not thought that the problem was of 
sufficient interest to warrant further attention 
at the present time. 

In table 6 are presented the elements of Ill' 
and F' determined without correction for an
harmonicity, together with a comparison of the 
calculated and observed frequencies of C2D4. 
As has been previously stated, these constants 
give the observed frequencies of C2H4 exactly. 
The same information, but with the correction 
for anharmonicity, is given in table 7. No 
attempt was made to correct the three out-of
plane vibra.tions for anhurmonicity. 

TABLE 5.- Force constants calculated from the fTequencies of 
ethylene without consideration of anha1'1nonicity 

[Comparison of calcuhted ,,-Hh observed frcquencies for dcuteroctbylenej 

A " [ 8.678 

B3. [ 8.634 

J3'I [ 8.376 

B2. [ 8.629 

A,. [0.590J 

B" [0.339J 

B,. [0,446J 

Force constants " 

2.2853 0.924J 
0.924 15.667 

2.1536 ] 

0.7866 ] 

1.1041 ] 

A·CH=8.580 
kHl2=0.077 
hIl3=-.053 
k,m =0 .077 

Kcc= 15.667 
lc" -lc~= 0.462 

C,D , 
Calculated 
freq uency 

cm-1 

2249.1 
1503.0 
974.4 

2160.9 
1068.8 

2306.4 
848.7 

23 17.3 
713.4 

584 

781 

718 

lIa+11~-h .~=1.5824 

II. - 2h.~+hal2 = 0.6371 
haJ3 = -.0465 
h.H=O.l123 

if h.~=h .l2=O. 

F.no=O.590 
F,,=0.393 
F,,=0.054 

H .=0.9453 
H~ =0.6371 

C,D , 
Observed 
frequency 

em-I 
2251 
1515 
981 

2200.2 
J077.9 

2304 
860 

2345 
740 (?) 

~ ------ -- -----

780 

720.0 

1\ rrhcse force constants are expressed in angstrom--aiomicwcight units, 
as previously described. 
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TABLE 7.- Force constant s calculateclfrom the frequencies of 
ethylene with approximate eOITeetion fOl' anharmonieity 

omparison of calculated with obser ved frequcncies for dcutcrocthylenej 

C,D. C,D. 
Force co nstants Calculated Observed 

frequen cy frequency 
----

em-I cm-1 

A Ir [ 9. 142 2250.7 2251 
2.3343 l.1~J 1514.9 1515 
1.104 16.40 981. 2 981 

B ,. [ 9. 10 
2. 264J 

2167.6 2200.2 
1066.9 1077.9 

B lr [ 8. 796 
0.816 1 J 

2296. 7 2304 
860. 9 860 

B ,. r D. 068 
1.1656 J 

2308.5 2345 

L 717. 0 740 (1) 

f(CII = 9. 029 H.+TTp-h.p= I. 6451 
kll l2= 0. 097 J T.-h.p+ /I .I2= 0.6543 
klm=-.079 h.l3= -. 0699 
kHI4= 0. 077 h." = O. 10'18 

if h.p= h.I2=Q 
J(cc= 16. 40 H .= 0.9909 

lc.-lcp= 0.552 H p= n. 6543 

Aoharmonicity constant : C=0.0.17S. 

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn 
from the values of these force constants. The 13 
interactions, both for C- H stretchin g and for 
bending, nre negative but are about the same 
absolute magnitude as the corresponding 14 (and 
in the ense of C- H stretching) and 12 in teractions. 

IV. Propylene, cis-2-Butene, trans-2-
Butene, and Isobutene 

1. Norma l Equations for cis-2-Butene, trans-2-
Butene, and Isobutene 

As the first step in the formulation of the com
plete equ ation for these molecules, the equations 
for the skeletal models, including the pair of 
olefinic hydrogens, were set up. The methyl 
groups were considered as point masses, 

(4 ) (I) (4) 

H H C 

\ / \ 

The numbering of the various coordinates is 
similar to that used for ethylene and is presented 
in figure 2. 

The Eymmetry classifieat ions and the selection 
rules of the three rigid frame butenes a re given in 
table ] 1. The two symmetry types that are 
symmetrical with respect to the plane of the 
carbon skeleton are Al and B2 for symmetry O2. , 

and A g and Bu for symmetry 02/!. Linea l' com
binations of elementary stretchings of bo nds and 
expansions of angles having the e symmetries 
were formed for use as symmetry coordinate . 

The coordinates that were used are the two 
C- H stretchings, the two C- C stretchings, the 
two C= C- H ben dings, the two C= C- C bend
ings, and the C= C stretching. 

The propel' symmetry combinations are the 
symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of 
l ike pairs of coordinates, written in the numerical 
ord er of their index number . 

It was assumed that, as in ethylene, the skeletal 
ftngles are all 120°. The reciprocals of the C= C, 
C- H, and C- C equiliblium bond lengths have 
been designated by r , E and 0, respectively. The 
reciprocah of the masses of hydrogen, carbon of a 
methyl group, and carbon from the olefinic group 
are denoted by }.l rr , }.le, and }.le', respectively. 
In the case of j obutene, the reciprocal mass of 
the carbon of the CHz is denoted by }.le" and that 
of the other olefinic carbon by }.le' . 

The vibrations unsymmetr ical to the skeletal 
plane of the molecule are Au and B g for O Zh and 
A 2 and BI for Oz.. The coordinate used to 
describe these motions are analogous to those used 
for ethylene. In the case of cis- and tmns
butene, symmetri c ftud antisymmetric comb in a-

. / CH3 . 
tions of the two 'Y bendmgs (=C" agamst t he 

H 

(I) (4) (I) 

H C H 

/ \ / 
c= c c=c c= c 

/ \ / \ / \ 
c C H C C H 
(3) (2 ) (3) (2) (3) (2) 

cis-2 - bu tene t rans - 2- butene isobutene 

C 2v C2h czv 

Fleum;: 2.- l'htmbering of the cool'dinales f or the three bulenes. 
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olefinic C= C group) were used. In isobutene the 
two angles were used separately. 

In the early stages of this work, it was hoped 
that a satisfactory analysis could be compl eted 
without a detailed treatmen t of the methyl groups. 
It soon became apparent, however , that the 
kinetic coupling between the rocking or wagging 
motions of the methyl groups and the remainder 
of the molecule was great enough that this co
ordinate, at least, must be included in the normal 
coordinate analysis. 

The <i matrix of the skeleton of a molecule is a 
submatrix of the <i matrix for the whole molecule. 
It is not necessary to orien t the methyl groups 
tha t replace single particles so that the symmetry 
of the molecule is unchanged, although such 
might seem to be the case at first sight . 

The additional elements of <i from each methyl 
group are of two kinds (1) those from the eight 
degrees of freedom of each methyl group, and (2) 
those arising from the coupling of methyl and skele
tal motions. 

The elements of <i arising purely from each 
methyl are the same as those first calculated by 
Wilson for CHaX. The symmetry classification 
of the vibrations may be changed , however. For 
example, the doubly degenerate (E) vibrations 
usually will separate into different symmetry 
classes . 

Of the eight modes of vibration of a methyl 
group, two are parallel to the me thyl axis. These 
are (1) symmetric C - H stretching, (2) symmetric 
CHa deformation. The six remaining modes are 
perpendicular to the methyl axis. These are a 
mutually perpendicular pair each of (3) unsym
metric C - H stretching, (4) unsymmetric CHa 
deformation, and (5) methyl wagging. 

Let ail be the change in an H iCHi angle, f3 i the 
change in an XCHi angle, and d i the change in a 
CHi bond . X is the atom to which the methyl 
group is attached. Eigh t appropriate coordinates 
are then: 

(1 ) 

(2) 
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(1/ .J3)(d1+ dz+ da) ) 
parallel to CH3 axis. 

(I N3) (al + az + aa) 

(3) (1/ .J6) (2d1- d2- da) 

(4) (1/ .J6) (2a! - a2- aa) 

(5) (1/ .J6) (2f31- f32- f3a) 
pel'p~ndicular to CHa 

(3) ' (1/ .J2) (dz - da) 
aXIS. 

(4) ' (1 / .J2) (az - (3) ~ 

(.5)' (1/ .J2)(f32 - f3a) 
The elements of G from each methyl group are 

parallel vibrations: 

(1) 

(2) 

(1) (2) 

-~.f2pf.1 C ., 

l(f.1H +~-.uc)J 
perpendicular vibrations: 
~)~) (~ 

- .f2(il+t p).uc 1 ~ 
tp2PH- 2p(o +-~p)pc J 
lpH +-HI) +tp)2pC+hcS2px 

where p is the reciprocal C - H bond length and I) is 
the reciprocal C- X bond length. The factor 'Y 

is unity when only one methyl group is attached to 
the atom X . ,\Vhen this is not the case, as in iso
butene, the symmetry S vector for the atom X 
may have a different length than it does in the 
above simple case. The factor 'Y is proportional to 
the number of methyl groups attached to atom X 
and to the square of the relative change in S from 
its usual value for a single methyl group. 

Coupling terms between two modes of vibration 
can arise only through an atom, t , which has S ki 

vectors that are nonperpendicular. Consequently, 
the methyl group can couple with the skeletal 
motions only through the methyl carbon or the 
atom to which the methyl group is attached. 
Vector S ki for the methyl carbon is nonzero for all 
eight methyl mo tions and is parallel or perpendicu
lar to the methyl axis, according to the type of 
vibration. For the atom to which the methyl 
group is attached, S ki is zero excep t for the rocking 
mo tion of the methyl group. 

The comple te matrix equations for these three 
butenes are given in tables 8,9, and 10 . 
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CH (CH ,) rocking ___ __ _ 

C = C twisting ___ : __ . __ _ 

Sym. me. v ________ _ 

Sym. me. 0. ____ _ 

Unsym. m e. v __ _ 

U nsym . me. 

Me. rocking __ __ _ 

CH v ______ ________ _ 

CC 

H wa~ging-- - ---

Skeletal 

C=C v __ __ __ _____ _____ _ _ 

--, 
TABLE 8. - Oii matrices Jar propylene out-oj-plane, cis- and tmns-2- butene in-plane vibmtions 

PROPY LEN E,A" 

--.,/-2-(H {p)l'c II'H+%I'C %-/2pI'C 

p'( 11'11+ ~I'c) 'P'I'II - 2p(0+tp)I'C 

P'I'H+ 1(0+tp) 'l'c+~ 0'I'C' 

o 

- t -.,/"3o,I'C 

-li "3ol'c }OI'C 

- -§--{6 POI'C -~ -.,/"2plil'c 

t , /61i(H tp)l'c+ t -.,/6Ii( ,+H,)I'c ' - 1i(Hi-p)I'c+Ii ,I'c' l······ ........................ ...................... . 
" I'II+ O'I'C+( ' +O+,)'I'C+"I'C" 

"I'H +-}O'I'C+t (· -O)'I'C' 

t ..fi ("1'11 -O'I'C+( . -0) (.+0+,) I'C') 

2"I'II +(2' + ' )'I'c" + r'I'C' - , (2'+')I'c" -r(.+0+,)I'C' -t·/ "3 ' (' - O)I'C' 

cis-2-B U'l'ENE, A ,; trans-2-B UTE NE, B ., TO VER'l'ICAL LIN E 

I'II+ t I'C -t-v2PIlC 0 - §-/ "3!'c 0 0 o 

P2J.LI-I+ t p2.uC 0 -5-, f6pI'c 0 0 

J.l H + -r J..lC ! -.,/ 2~I'c - V (Hi-p)I'G 0 0 0 - rn ! :;ol'c o 

~p2.uH +-!p2.uC t p'I'H-2p(0+tp)I'C 0 0 0 -}-.,/r;OPl'C o 

P'I'H+ t (O+ 1-p)'I'c+t o',.c' ~ -.,/2~I'c 0 t , 1"6-.0I'c' t , / ilo(2H t p)l'c - t o}.£c' 

j.tH+ ,u.c ' -1-JoLC' o t -"/"30I'C' - t -.,/"21'C' 

I'C+I'C' ~ .J3(JJ.C' - h / "21'c' 

"C!!H+ I'col t .lil'c' -t, /il.l'c' 

Ii' (I'c+l'col -t-.,/ 6 1il'c ' 

21'c ' 
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CC v_ 

II w fJgging ______ ____ ____ _ 

Skeletal 

C~C 

T A BLE 8,- q;) matrices Jar propylene out-oj-plane, cis- and tmns-2- b'utene in-plane vibrations- Con t inued 

trans-2-BUTE N E , A,; cis-2-B U TE N E , B" TO VERTICA L LIN E 

I IlH+i IlC - i -viPJlc 0 0 0 0 -t-f3IlC o 0 

P'lP.H+ ! pllJlC 0 0 0 i V Pllc o 0 

}lH+t JJC 1-V2Pllc - ·l Z(Ht p)" c 0 0 -t-V6ill'C 0 

j p2,uH + t p2p C -}P'"H - 2p(il+tp)"c 0 0 o -tVilPIlC o 

P'" H+ -il (il+t p) '" c+ -i il'I'c' h / 2ill'C' - t-V6il (2T- ' )I'C' -}'/6(il(Ht p)I'C+il(T+il)" d - -iill'c ' 

1.l:Ii + ,uC· - ~p.c' - ... f 3r" c ' -} ... / 3 (il+ 2T)IlC' -!-V2pc ' 

I'C+ I'C' 
-l;-vil'C' j 
-~ ... /~,,,c' 

-~ -V 6 il" c' 

2" c 

-}-y'"3 (.+ 2T) PC' --f3TIJ.C' 

.'" "+(.'+2.r-Hr') ,,c, -}(.il - 2<r - 2ilT- S,') p.c ' 

il '" c+(il'+2ilr+4T') " C' 

'-
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T A BLE 9.- c& matrices for isobutene in-plane vibrations 

lSOBu'rE N E, A l 

8y1O. m e. v. ___ .. I'H +tI'C -~ .. tipl'c 0 0 0 0 - 1, !3 Ilc 0 u 

Sy m . me . 0 ___ ._._ P2J..tH + -iP2.uC 0 0 0 0 %-l6pPC 0 0 

Unsym. me. v ___ _ I'H+~ I'C ~ .,j2pI'C - -/2(H§P)l'c 0 0 0 - h /30pc 

Unsy m. me. 6 .. _. 1 p2f'H + ·~ p2J.tC ~.o~J.'H-2p (o+tp)JJC 0 0 0 -1-.,j60PPC 0 

l'''fc. rocking .. _. __ P'I'H +~(0+tp)'I'C+~02pC' l l2opc' 
r- . 

~" 6 (0(0+§ p) pc+~02pd - ,!oPc' 

-- - ---------------- ------ - - -- -- ---- - - -- -- - --- - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- - - -- - - --- -.-.- - _. 

C-H IlH+h'c" o t J 3 ,pc' -t.,j-Z/,C' 

c-c v ___ ___ . __ _ PC+~pc ' 0 t .,j3oPC' -~-V-2-J.l.c· 

II waggin g ______ _ " lplI+t.uc") -t,,''6'IlC' 

Skeletal 0 ___ . ____ _ o'(PC+~pco) -t.,j'6oIlC' 

C~C v ________ ._ I'C'+PC" 

I SOBUTENE . R, 

Sym . me . "1 ____ _ _ I'H+t pC -% .,j-ZpPC o o o -}.,j3pc 0 0 

Sym , me, 0 __ • _____ _ P~,uIl + -~p2.uC o o 0 l ,l6ppc 0 

Unsym. m€'. "1 ___ _ )lH+! )lC t .,j-Zppc -.,j-Z(o+! p)PC 0 0 U - ·~.,j3oIlC 

Unsy m. me. 0 ___ _ ~p2J.lH+ ~ p2,uC } p'J,uI-I-2p(8+ ~ p)J.lC 0 - ~-{6opJ.tC 

Nrc. rocking __ ___ _ p7J.tJ-l +~ (0+ 1 p)2,uc+~ 62p c' 0 -~ -V2oJ.tC' { , /GOTJ..tC' .~ -{6 (o(H }p)l'c+ ~0(0+2T) pd 

C-H 

c-c 

Hwoggill ~ _ 

Skeletal o. ____ . ___ L J 

-!-I/3(d-2T)PC' - , 13-T)lC' J..t1l+ 1 J.lC" 

,-
- , 3 T)lC' . -t, f3(H 2T)PC' J..tc+i l-Lc' 

" )III +~ (,+2T)'l'c,,+2T'PC' T(,+2T)/,C"+T(0+2T)PC' 

li'l'c+t Ui+2T) '/,C+2T'/,C" 
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C=C twisting .... 
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Cha ir 

C=C twisting ..... 

U nsym. me. v ___ _ 

Unsym. me. 0 ___ _ 

M e . rocking __ .. __ 

Boat 

C=c twistillg ... . 

TABLE lO.-C!i matrices for cis-2-bulene, trans-2-butene, and isobutene and out-o!-plan.e vibrations 

I SOBu'rENE, H, 

I'H+ ~I'C !...j·2pl'c -...j2(H}p)l'c o f-. ...j60I'C 

P'(~I'H+~I'C) t p'I'H-2p(0+t p)I'C o t ...j3pol'C 

P'I'H+t(0+tp)'l'c +30'I'C' ...j30(0+{p)!'C+v"30(2H,)l'c' 

-,(2' +') l'c,'-,(20+,) l'c' 

20'l'c+(20+,)'I'C+"I'C" 

I SOBUTENE , A , 

-...j2(H}p)l'c 
I...j201'c l 

p'( ~I'H+tl'C t P'l'H -2p(0+ kp) l'c t pOI'C 

I'H+tI'C t ...j2pl'c 

P'I'H+~ (o+tp)'I'C -o(o+ip) l'c J 
-----_._--------------------- - - -- ---- - - - ------- -- --------------

*("I'H +O'I'C 

cis·2·BUTENE, ,'t,; trans·2·BUTENE, B, 'J'O VERTICAL LINE 

I'H+~I'C t.../2pl'C -.../2 (H{'p)l'c -h'30I'C § . ...j2oI'C 

p'( ~I'H+tI'C) tp'I'H-2p(0+tp)I'C -lvGpol'c tpoJ.tc 

D'I'R+4(0+}p)'I'C+tli' I'C' t ...jGo(H} p)l'cH...j 68(,+H2,)l'c' -o(o·H·p)l'c+o(,-o)I'C' 

"I'H+o'I'C+(,+0+2,)'I'C ' t...jG("I'R-o'l'c) +l{6 (,-0) (,+H2,)l'c' 

'5'(" I'H+O'l'c)+I(,-0)'I'C' 

trans·2·BUTENE, Au; cis·2·BUTENE, B ,. TO VERTICAL LINE 

il'H+t l'C t ...j2·Pl'c 

• P'(~I'R +tI'C) tp'I'H-2p(0+~p) I'C l ..... ................. ~':~;(H;")'::,,,'~: . 

- "r ;:(o+ ~'p) I'C -~...j3ol'c 

- .. §·...j6pol'c 

t ...j60(0+{·p)l'c+t ,,/ 60(,+0)l'c ' 

"I'H+o'I'C+('+O)'I'C' 

.~...j20I'c l 
-tpo.uc 

.~~~~~.~~~~~.~~~:~~)~~: ............ J 
~...jG("I'H-b'l'cl+t...j6 (,'-o') I'C' 

'§' ("I'H+o'l'cl+t(,-o)'I'C' 



2 . Normal Equations for Nonplanar Vibrations of 
Propylene 

Propylene has only one clement of symmetry, 
the plane through the three carbon atoms. The 
vibrations therefore fall into only two classes. 
No attempt was made in this research to treat the 
planar vibrations by means of normal coordinate 
analysis. The high order of the matrix involved 
would be prohibitively laborious to handle. A 
reasonably certain assignment of these frequencies 
can be made from the spectral data alon e. 

The nonplanar frequencies present a somewhat 
more difficult problem in assignment. Because 
they are not so numerous as the planar frequencies 
the normal equations were set up. 

The coordinates used are the same as for tbe 
butenes. It was not neces ary (or desirablc) to 
take some of the symmetry combinations used 
in the butenes and in ethylene in this case, 
however. 

The nonplanar propylenc ~ matrix ( ymmctry 
type A") is given in table 8. 

3 . Reduction of the Order of Matrix Equa tions 

The matrix equations which have been derived 
are of an inconveniently high order. Their order 
may be reduced by the removal of certain relatively 
constant frequenci es. "\Tilso n has shown that 
the 0 - H (stretching) frequencies may be r e
moved from tbe matrix equations by sett ing their 
force constants equal to infinity [2]. The @ 

matrix is reduced in order by the number of 
frequencies thus removed and thc remaining 
terms are slightly modified. The modificaLion is 
equivalent to that produced by a pa tial tri
angularization of the original ~ matrix about 
the diagonal terms corresponding to the fre
quencies removed. The remaining force con
stants are not changed. As can be seen from 
Rayleigh 's principle [7], the r emaining frequencies 
are all slightly increased. The increase does not 
exceed 2 percent for the frequencies in the range 
1000 to 1500 cm- 1 and decreases rapidly for the 
lower frequencies. Even this small effect could 
be compBnsated by a slight decrease in the rc
maining force constants. 

The above reduction was applied to all of the 
0 - H frequencies and to the OHa 0 frequencies. 
The reduced equations therefore apply exactly to 
a hypothetical molecule which can execute all of 

Vibrational Frequencies of Butenes 

the usual deformations, with tbe exceptions (1) 
the 0-H bonds are rigid for stretching and (2) 
the methyl groups are rigid units for internal 
deformations. A methyl group may rock, how
ever, against the connecting 0 - 0 bond. 

This approximation for the methyl group 
probably has a larger effect on the remaining 
frequencies than the one for O- H v motions. 
It is known, however, that methyl deformation 
frequencies are remarkably constant, what()ver 
the molecule in which they are- found. It would 
seem that there is a relatively slight coupling 
between a methyl group and the rest of the 
molecule. In any event, this model is certainly 
better than a simple skeletal model. 

In this way the four ~ matrices for the three 
rigid frame butenes are reduced from the . orders 
10, 9, 5, and 4 to 5, 4, 3, and 2, respectively. 
The matrix for A" (O llt of plane) for propylene 
is reduced in or del from 6 to 4. 

4. Direct Assignments From Spectral Data 

(a) Propylene 

The infrared absorption spectrum data used 
in the present assignment are from the Shell 
D evelopment 00., Emeryville, Calif. [8] and 
from Wilson and Wells [9]. The Raman spectral 
data are from Anantha,jerishnan [10] . The sym
metry of propylene is very low, that of the point 
group Os. Oonsequently all of i ts vibrational 
frequencies are permitted in both the infrared 
and Raman spectra. 

The ass ignment of the directly observed fre
quencies of propylene of the presen t work diil'ers 
only in minor details from that of Wil on and 
Wells [9] . No attempt was made to give detailed 
assignments to the O- H stretching vibrations 
as there are many modes of almost identical 
frequency. The O-H v vibrations were assigned 
the conventional values of 3050 cm- I for the 
three olefinic OH groups and 2950 cm- 1 for the 
tln'ee paraffinic OH groups. Symmetric and 
unsymmetric OH3 0 vibrations were assigned the 
values 1370 cm- l and 1444 cm- I , respectively. 
Some of the other frequencies differ by a few wave 
numbers from the above authors' a signment, 
due to small differences between the two ets of 
infrared data used. 

In-plane (A' ) OHa and OH2 wagging, which 
Wilson and liVeIls did not assigll, have been 
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assigned the frequencies] 172 cm- I (IR) and 1042 
cm- I (IR). 

(b) cis-2-Bulene 

Gershinowitz and Wilson have reported the 
infrared and Raman spectra of cis-2-butene 
[11] but unfortunately did not determine the state 
of polarization of the la tter spectrum. The Shell 
Development Co., Emeryville, Calif., has con
tributed an infrared spectrogram for this sub
stance to the catalogue of infrared spectrograms 
of the American Petroleum Institute Research 
Project 44 [8]. These spectral data were used in 
the preliminary assignment for cis-2-butene . 

cis-2-Bu tene, with the symmetry of the point 
group C2"' has four symmetry types of vibrations. 
The selection rules and the symmetry characteris
tics of the vibrations are presented in table II. 
The approximate form of the separa te vibrations 
of each type is given in the complete assignment 
of table 18. 

TABLE ll.- Symmetry properties of the vibrations, and the 
selection l'ules for ci s-, ' trans- ,b and i sob utene • 

Characters for tb e point groups C" and C" 

C., E C' U ' u" 

C" E C' U h I 
----

AI A , I I ] 1 
A, A. ] 1 - I - l 
B , B , J - I - l 1 
R , B . I - 1 1 - J 

Selection I'll les 

Ch: Infrared acti ve: A I, B I, B z. 
Raman acti\7 e: A l l A ZJ E l , B2. 

(A I polarized ; A" R io a nd R , depolarized) 

CZh: Infrared active: A u, B u. 
Hatnan active: A'(J B , . 

(A , polarized , R , depolarized) 

• Symmetry ty pe C". 
b Symm etry type Cn. 

--

The value 2950 cm- I was assigned to the six 
methyl C - R v vibrations and 3050 cm- I to the 
two olefinic C - R vibrations. The value 1450 
cm- I was assigned to the four unsymmetrical 
methyl 0 vibrations and 1380 cm- J to the two 
symmetrical methyl 0 motions. These motions 
invariably give rise to frequencies of about these 
magnitudes and are too numerous in this case to 
separate definitely. 
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The strong infrared absorption maximum at 
1672 cm- 1 is obviously the C = C v motion. The 
three lovvest frequencies, 304 cm- I (R ), 402 cm-1 

(R), and 583 cm- 1 (IR,R) are undoubtedly the 
two planar skeletal 0 and the C = C twisting 
motions, respectively. Normal coordinate analysis 
confirmed thi'S assignment, indicating 304 cm - I for 
A!, 402 for A 2, and 583 for B2 skeletal deformations, 
respecti vely . 

The lines at 876 and 978 cm- I are probably Al 
and B2 C - C v frequencies, respectively. The 
CR planar waggings (AI and B 2 ) should lie in, the 
neighborhood of 1300 cm- I and the methyl rocking 
frequencies about 1000 to 1100 cm- I . A defin ite 
assignment of these latter motiol1s and of the 
C- H out-of-plane (A2 and B I ) motions was post
poned until after the complete normal coordinate 
treatment. 

(c) trans-2-Bulene 

Infrared and Raman spectral data from the 
same two sources as for cis-2-butene were used in 
the a'Ssignment for this molecule. Fortunately 
Gershinowitz and Wilson have obtained polariza
tion data for the Raman spectrum. It is therefore 
possible to distinguish cer tain symmetry types. 
Frequencies with the symmetries Ag and Bg are 
Ram an active, infrared inactive (table 11), with 
the former polarized and the latter depolarized. 
The o the!' two classes, A u and B u, are active only 
in the infrared. 

The C - R v and CH3 0 vibrations were assigned 
as in cis-2-butene. Outside of these two frequency 
ranges there are four polarized Raman lines: 1681, 
1309, 870, and 507 cm- I , These frequencies 
undoubtedly represent C = C v, C- H wagging, 
C- C v, and skeletal bending, all of symmetry Ag. 
There remains, therefore, only one vibration of 
symmetry Ag unassigned, CH3 wagging. 

Outside of the C - R v and CH3 0 frequency 
ranges there are three depolarized R aman lines, 
at 1043 , 746, and 210 cm- l . The first two must 
be CH3 and CR wagging, respectively, with the 
symmetry B g. The lowest line probably arises 
from the Bg methyl torsional mode of vibration. 
This judgment is confirmed by the fact that 210 
cm- I , symmetry B g , corresponds to a restricting 
potential for the methyl groups of about 2,000 
cal/mole, in agreement with the value 1,950 
cal/mole determined by calorimetric data [15] . 
The other CH3 torsional frequency has the sym-
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metry A " and therefore co uld appeal' only in the 
infrared spectrum. 

The strong infrared band centered at 964 cm- I 

was assigned to A u CH wagging. It would be 
expected that such an out-of-plane motion would 
have a large dipole moment and would show 
strong P, Q, and R branches. The A ". methyl 
wagging frequency was no t selected from the 
spectrum, for no band seems certainly to be du e 
to this motion. The other A u frequency, C = C 
twisting, should lie at about 250 to 300 cm- 1, 
accordin.g to preliminary rough normal calcula
tions. This is below the range of the available 
infrared dat.a. 

In this molecule Bu vibrations appear to exhibit 
a double minimum in the infrared absorption 
spectrum. Bands of th is nature at 1304 and 1065 
cm- I wer e selected for B " CH wagging and C - C v. 
The shoulder, ftt about 964 cm- I , on the strong 
A ll band at 973 cm- I, was selectcd for Bu CH 3 

wagging . The other Bu vibration , skeletal bend
ing, should have the value of about 300 cm- I , 

which is below the range of the spectral data. 

(d) Isobutene 

Infrared spectral data from the Shcll D evelop
ment Co., Emeryville, Calif. [8] and R aman data 
from Kirrmann [12] and Telfair and Pielemeier [1 3] 
were used in the a .signment fori sobutene. 

The symmetry of isobutene is the same as that 
of cis-2-bu tene, 02V, and therefore the selection 
rules are the same. The classifications of th e 
various frequencies among the foul' symmetry 
types differ somewhat, however (table 20). 

The C - H v and CH3 0 vibrations were ass igned 
as in cis-2-butene. The vibrations with the 
symmetry Al were assigned as follows: The value 
1664 cm - ' (IR ,R (p )) was assigned to C = C v, the 
vibration 800 cm-'(lR ,R(p)) to C - C v, 1390 
cm- I (IR,R (P)) to CH2 0, 1053 cm - '(IR,R(p)) to 
CH 3 wagging, and 378 cm- 1 (R ) to skeletal defor
mation. This accounts for all the Al vibrations 
and leaves no polar ized Raman lines unaccounted 
for . 

In the symmetry class B2 the assignment is not 
quite as certain as it is in class AI' The B2 
skeletal deformation is certainly 431 cm - ' (IR ,R ).5 
Probably 986 cm- I (IR) and 1280 cm- I (IR) are 
B2 C - C v and unsymmetrical CH2 bending, 

h D . C. Smith , U. S. ~ava l Research Laboratory, l'('j)Ort8 in a private com· 
IDllnicatioll a strong infrared band at 432 ±2 em-I. 
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respectively. B2 CH 3 wagglllg is left unassigned 
for the moment. 

The weak un polarized l ine in the R aman spec
trum at 700 cm- I i likely due to A 2 C = C twisting. 
A 2 methyl rocking will be assigned later. 

The very strong infrared band at 888 cm- 1 is 
probably due to Bl CH2 wagging, as in the anal
ogous cases of cis- and tran -2-bu tene. No band 
is obviously due to methyl wagging. The probable 
frequency of B, skeletal bending lies below the 
range of the infrared data. There appears to be 
no line in the R aman spectrum from this ource. 

5 . Potential Constants 

(a) In·Plane Motions 

The value l.08 6 was taken for the methyl 
rocking constant, F T , from the work of Stitt [14]. 
A vari ety of values were tried for Lhe C - C v 
constant, Fcc, but as one seemed to have no 
decid ed advan tage over another, the value 7.64 
front the work of , iVilson and vVells was used in the 
final computations. The C= C v constant, 16.40, 
from the present work on ethylene apparen tly is 
too high for the butenes. It was reduced to 15.40 
in order to fit th e ob erved C = C v freq uencies. 

The pattern of bending constan ts determined 
for ethylene was used ftS a "'uide in e timating the 
bendin g constant for the bu tenes. It was not 
pl'acticftble to utilize the full set of interaction 
bending constants as was done in the case of 
ethylene. 

Tn table 12 the in-plane bending constants whi ch 
were used are li ted, together wi th the angle to 
which each corresponds. 

T ABLE 12.- Jn-1Jlane bending jorce constants and the 
associated angles 

Force constan t Angle Force consta n t. An gle 
-------·---1-·------1-----

fl •.. ....... .. ....... . C= C 

Fl., .................. C= C 

u~ .................. . = c 

IT 
/ 

c 
/ 

IT 
/ 

" IT 

H~,.- ......... ..... -- = c 

Hr ................. . =c 

IT 
/ 

"c 
c 

/ 

"c 

Preliminary calculations howed that H a , has a 
value about 60 percent greater than Ha from 

• T he "alues of t he potential constants given in thi s section are ex pressed in 
angstrom-atomiC' weigh t un its, as previously described . 
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ethylene. The following relations were therefore 
assumed: 

H a,= 1.6Ha 

H{3 , = 1.3H~ 

H p,, = 1.6H{3 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The interaction between C= C v and C= C- H 0 
wa.s found to be by no means negligible in 
ethylene. In the butenes it was assumed that 
the interaction lCa' is 1.3 greater than the value of 
(lca- lc#) found in ethylene. The value of lCil is 
probably mu ch smaller than that of lCa and was 
neglected . 

The 111 matrices for the in-plane vibrations of 
cis-, trans-, and isobutene are given in table 13. 

TABLE 13.- R edllced 1J! matrices fm' the h~-plane vibrations 
of cis- , trans-, and isoblltene 

cis-2-Butene, AI, and truns-2-But('])(', A fa. 

Iso butcne, At 

Isobulene, B, 

[
F. F cc ] 

I-I. 
flu' 

• The If, matrices for cis-2-Bulenc B , and trans-2·Bu!ene Bu arc the same as 
the above malrix without the last column (C=C v). 

(b) Out-of-Pla ne Motions 

The symbol F <piJ is used for the potential con
stant of torsion between the planes of the groups 
at either end of the olefinic bond. The subscripts 
i and j id en t ify the two groups. The subscript 0 is 
used for =CHz, 1 for = CH(CH3) and 2 for 
= C (CH3)z . 

The potential constant for the change in the 
angle bet\Hen the C= C bond and the plane of the 
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attached group is designated FOY i! where i has the 
values 0, I , and 2 as above. The symbol in is 
used for the interaction constant between the two 
'Y angles of a molecule. 

In order to fit the observed ou t-of-plane fre
quencies it was necessary, to include an interaction 
constant i~", between 'YJ and cjJ out-of-plane 
dis tortions. 

In a preliminary calculation it was found that 
F~ andf.n have about the same values in propylene 
and the butenes as in ethylene but that F <p exhibits 
a trend upward with increase in the number of 
attached methyl groups. Since the order of the 
matrices involved is small, it was possible then to 
make further slight adjustments in order to 
improve the fit with the observed frequencies. 

The 111 matrices for the out-of-plane frequencies 
of propylene, cis-, trans-, and isobutene are given 
symbolically in table 14. 

TABLE H .- Reduced lJI matrices for the out-of-plane vibra
tions of propylen e, cis-, trans-, and isobutene 

Propylene 

Ir .. ] 
F fI>lO 

cis-2-Butelle 

B, fF, ] 
L F,,+ln 

Irans-2-Butene 

Isobutene 

B, [F' 
Fyo In] 

F'Yz 

For cis- and trans-2-butene, P\ - i n and 
F~l +in were found to have the values 0.37 and 
0.45, respectively. A value of - 0.09 was deter
mined for.f~", and 1.08 for F "'Jl' 

In isobutene, F~o was set equal to 0.35 in order 
to fit approximately the observed frequency at 
888 em- I. F~o and F~2 were made to average the 
same as F~I from cis- and trans-2-butene . There
fore, F~2= 0.47. The interaction constant.in was 
given the same value as in the two preceding 
molecules, 0.04. The torsional constant F.. was TZO 

fOU'ld to have the value 0 .83 by comparison with 
the observed frequency at 700 em- I. 
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In propylen e, F-y and F-y were taken a'S the o I 

mean of the values of 1I1-y from ethylene and of 
F-yo and F-Y2 in isobutene giving 0.37 and 0.43 , 
respectively. Giving i n the usual value of 0.04, 
one selects F "'lo= 0.85 to fit the 580 cm- I frequency 
in the propylene spectrum. 

The increase from Fm = 0.59 to Fm = 0.85 to 
TOO TI O 

F"'l1 = l.08 is reasonably regular. The value of 
0.83 for F"'20 from isobuten e seems anomalous, 
but unless a new line is found in the spectrum 
there appears to be no alternative. 

6 . Calculated Frequen cies 

The values calculated for the in-plane fr equen
cies of cis-, tmns-, and isobutene from the poten tial 
constants of section 5 (a) are compared wi th the 
observed frequencies in table] 5. The observed 
fr equen cies marked with an asterisk (*) were not 
used as guid es in the adjustment of the potential 
constant!." . 

The m me comparison for the out-of-plane 
fr eq uencies is given in table 16. 

T ABLE 15.-CompaTison of calculated and obseTved fre gllen
cies, in wave nwnbas , fOT in-plane vibration 

Compound 

cis-2-Dutcnc ~_ 

caIClI- ' Obscrycd latcd 

j l671 
1242 

__ 1016 

911 
238 

1672 
' 1267 

' 10 18 
876 

" 304 

caIClI- ' Obsc n 'cd lated 

1473 
)099 

9i2 
586 

---_._-'------------
A, R. 

,,,",'.llW", .......... j 
1693 1681 1353 1304 
1342 1309 1070 1065 
1080 974 973 
920 870 308 
473 507 

j 
1666 1664 )397 1280 
)457 1390 )007 

Tsohu tenc _________________ 1002 1053 963 986 
776 800 438 431 
380 378 

a This frequency of cis-2-butcnc is observed to be considerably hi gher than 
the calculated val ue. 'rhe Illotion, symmetric in-plane skeletal deformation, 
invoh'es a rather close approach of tbe two methyl groups. 'l' he additional 
potential energy from this source probably accounts for thc increase in the 
freq uency oyer the simple calculated value. 
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TABLE 16.-Comparison of calculated and obsel'ved fTe quen
cies, in wave numbers, f or out-oj-plane vibrations 

Compound caleu- ' Observed calcu- ' Observed lated lated 
1- ---'----1 

cis-2-Butene . _____ . ________ { l~~! 

A. 

Irans-2- Bu tenc _____________ { 1~~~ 
260 

l sobutenc ._ __. ________ { I ~:~ 

A" 

I 
1049 

Propylene ___ 
974 

929 

573 

402 

964 

888 

990 
9Jl 
580 

1028 

686 

1045 
746 

988 
701 

7. The Complete Assignments 

B , 

1046 

685 

1043 

746 

700 

The complete vibrational frequency assignments 
of propylene, cis-, trans-, and iso bu tcne are pre
sented in tables 17, 18, 19, and 20. The descrip
tions of the motion are only approximate. Each 
mode of vibration actually involve a linear com
bination of all the elementary symmctry modes, 
bu t with one type usually predominating. The 
symbols after each frequency give i ts or ig in, 
according to the following scheme: IR for infrared, 
R for Raman, p for polarized, dp for depolarized, 
c for conventional value and * for calculated. 

The two skeletal deform ations of trans-2-butene 
were lowel ed from the calcul ated values of 260 
and 308 cm - I to 240 cm-I and 290 em-I, respec
tively, in order that th e restricting poten tial for 
the ro tation of the methyl groups, calcula ted from 
calorimetric data and the remainder of the above 
assignmen t, should agree with the barrier to 
methyl rotation calculated from the 210 cm- 1 

Raman line which in turn agrees with thc value 
of the barrier determined for propylen e [15]. 
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T A BLE 17.- Vibmtional jTeqltency assignment of propylene, 
in wave numbers 

rrypc of \-i bration A' A" 

C-R v (eih ylenic) ____ (3) 3050 c 
C-u v (methy l) ________ (2) 2950 c 2950 c 
C = C v ___ .-.---------.- 1649 IR,R(p) 
C- C \' ._------ -.-.-.--- 920 IR,R(p) 
OH a un sym. 0 ____ 1444 IR,R- 1444 IR,R 
CR , sym . 0 _______ 1370 c 
CS 'o __ --------- 14 15 IR,R(p) 
CS , wagging _____ 1042 TR 1050 (*) 

CH z wagging._ --------- 1172 I R 9 11 iR 
CR wagging _________ 1297 IR,R(p ) 580 IR,R(dp ) 
Skeleta l 0 ________ 417 R(p ) 
C = CR, twisting . _______ 990 IR 

T AB L E 18.-Vibm tionalJrequency assignment oj cis-2-butene, in wave numbers 

T y pe of \-ibration Al A, R I 

C-R v (eth ylenie) ___________ _ 3050 c 3050 c 
C-R \- (meth yl) ______________ _ (2) 2950 c 2950 c 2950 c (2) 2950 c 
c=c \-_______________________ ~- 1672 R,IR --- --- - - -. - - - ---

C-C \. ________________________ _ 876 IR 978 R,lR 
C R, o un sym __________________ _ 1450 c 1450 c 1450 c 1450 c 
CS , o sym ___________________ _ 1380 c 1380 c 
CR , wagging __________________ _ 1018 R ,lR 950 (*) 1040 (*) 1064 IR 
CR wagging __________________ _ 126, R 1050 (*) 673 R,lR 1390 R ,lR 
Skeletal 0 ___ ___________________ _ 304 R 402 R 583 R 

T A BLE 19.- V i bmtional freque ncy assignment of trans-2-butene, in wave nu mbers 

'1' ype of v ibration 

C- R \- (ethylenic) ______________ _ 
C- ll \" (meth yl) ________________ _ 
c=c \-__________________________ _ 
c-c c _________________________ _ 
CH a 0 unsym ____________________ _ 
Cll, 0 sym ______________________ _ 
CR , wagging ____________________ _ 
CR wagging ____________________ _ 
Skeletal 0 __ _ . ____________________ _ 

A , 

3050 c 
(2) 2950 c 

1681 R (p) 
870 R (p) 

1450 c 
1380 c 
1080 (*) 
1309 R (p) 
507 R (p) 

Au 

2950 

1450 

1030 
964 

240 

c 2950 

c 1450 

(*) 1043 
TR 746 
(0) 

E, Eu 

3050 c 
c (2) 2950 c 

------ --------

1065 lR 
c 1450 c 

1380 c 
R (dp ) 973 IR 
R (dp) 1304 IR 

290 (*) 

TABLE 20.- Vibmtional f requency assignment of isobutene, in wave numbers 

1"' y pe of vibratio n Al A, 
-----------.--- ------------------- ------

C- R y (ethylenic) _____ _ 
C- R y (m eth yl) ____________ _ 
C = C y ______________________ _ 

C-C y ____________ __________ . 

CR, 0 unsy m ________________ _ 
OH 3 0 sym __________________ _ 
CR , ___ ______________________ _ 
CR , wagging _______________ _ 
CR , wagging ________________ _ 
Skeleta l 0 ___ ____ ___ _________ _ 

3050 c 
(2) 2950 c 

1664 TR ,R(p) 
800 lR ,R(p ) 

1450 c 
1380 c 
1390 IR,R(p ) 
1053 IR,R(p) 

378 R 

2950 c 

1450 c 

988 (*) 

790 R 

. 2950 c 

1450 c 

1066 IR 
888 IR,R(dp) 
391 (*) 

3050 c 
(2) 2950 c 

986 IR 
1450 c 
1380 c 

1907 (*) 

1280 IR 
431 I R ,R 
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